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(54) WORK VEHICLE

(57) Disclosed is a work vehicle which includes a
pressure oil supplying/discharging circuit (80) for supply-
ing/discharging pressure oil to/from a pressure oil sup-
plying pump (8) from/to a power steering device (7) and
a hydraulic actuator (43; 53, 54). The pressure oil sup-
plying/discharging circuit (80) includes a first oil passage
(81) for supplying pressure oil from the pressure oil sup-

plying pump (8) via the power steering device (7) to the
hydraulic actuator (43; 53, 54), a second oil passage (82)
for connecting a return oil passage from the power steer-
ing device (7) to a charge circuit (63) of the hydrostatic
stepless speed changer device (8), and a third oil pas-
sage (83) for connecting a return oil passage from the
hydraulic actuator (43; 53, 54) to the charge circuit (63).
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a work vehicle
such as a riding grass mower, a tractor, etc. More par-
ticularly, the present invention relates to a work vehicle
comprising a hydrostatic stepless speed changer device
and a power steering device, both incorporated in a
traveling driving system for receiving pressure oil from a
common (shared) pressure oil feeding pump; and a hy-
draulic actuator for operating a work implement (simply
referred to as "implement" hereinafter) for carrying out a
predetermined utility work.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] This type of work vehicle has employed tech-
niques described in the following sections [1] and [2].

[1] The power steering device is connected to a pri-
ority circuit (preference cercuit) via a distributor valve
from a hydraulic pump. To a surplus circuit, a lifting
hydraulic cylinder of a mower device and an opera-
tional valve of a power takeoff (PTO) clutch are con-
nected. Discharge oil from the power steering device
is supplied to a charge circuit of the hydrostatic step-
less speed changer device, and discharge oil from
the lifting hydraulic cylinder and the operational valve
of the PTO clutch is returned to a tank (see e.g. JP
H10131985 A).

[0003] In case of the work vehicle disclosed in JP
H10131985 A, since discharge oil from the power steer-
ing device is supplied at all time to the charge circuit of
the hydrostatic stepless speed changer device, there oc-
curs no shortage of charge oil. However, supplying of
pressure oil to the lifting hydraulic cylinder of the mower
device and the PTO clutch, which are connected in par-
allel, is done via the surplus circuit of the distributor valve.
Therefore, in order to avoid reduction in the operational
speed of the lifting hydraulic cylinder or the PTO clutch
even in case of an operation simultaneous with the
traveling system, it is necessary to employ a sufficiently
large pump capacity. Then, a hydraulic pump having a
large discharge/displacement capacity will be needed,
thus resulting in inconvenience of inevitable power loss
or device enlargement.

[2] In order to allow pressure oil discharged from a
charge pump to be supplied via the power steering
device to the lifting hydraulic cylinder of the mower
device, a neutral port of a control valve of the power
steering device and a control valve for the lifting hy-
draulic cylinder are connected in series. The control
valve for the power steering device and the control

valve for the lifting hydraulic cylinder are configured
such that the pressure oil is supplied to the charge
circuit of the hydrostatic stepless speed changer de-
vice only when both of these valves are located at
the respective neutral positions thereof, whereas the
pressure oil is returned to the tank when either one
of the control valves is under an in-use state (see e.
g. JP H06323431 A).

[0004] In case of the work vehicle disclosed in JP
H06323431 A, the power steering device and the lifting
hydraulic cylinder of the mower device are connected in
series. Thus, in comparison with parallel connection, the
hydraulic pump does not need very large discharging/dis-
placement oil capacity, so that it is advantageous in the
respect of readiness of avoidance of power loss or device
enlargement.
[0005] However, since a portion of the oil supplied from
the pressure oil supplying pump is returned to a tank port
during a steering drive operation by the power steering
device, if the lifting hydraulic cylinder for the mower de-
vice is operated during such a steering driving operation,
there can occur shortage in amount of oil to be supplied
to the charge circuit of the hydrostatic stepless speed
changer device. Thus, there remains room for improve-
ment in this respect.

[3] In view of the above, for a work vehicle using a
power steering device and a hydraulic actuator for
operating an implement in combination, it is desired
to avoid shortage in the charge oil amount for the
hydrostatic stepless speed changer device, while
avoiding power loss or device enlargement.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] Thus, proposed is a work vehicle as below:
A work vehicle comprising:

a traveling vehicle body;
a traveling device having a steerable wheel and a
driving whee;
a hydrostatic stepless speed changer device for driv-
ing the driving wheel;
a power steering device for steering the steerable
wheel;
an implement connected to the traveling vehicle
body;
a hydraulic actuator for operating the implement;
a pressure oil supplying pump for supplying pressure
oil to the power steering device and the hydraulic
actuator; and
a pressure oil supplying/discharging circuit for sup-
plying/discharging pressure oil to/from the pressure
oil supplying pump from/to the power steering device
and the hydraulic actuator, the pressure oil supply-
ing/discharging circuit including:
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a first oil passage for supplying pressure oil from
the pressure oil supplying pump via the power
steering device to the hydraulic actuator;
a second oil passage for connecting a return oil
passage from the power steering device to a
charge circuit of the hydrostatic stepless speed
changer device; and
a third oil passage for connecting a return oil
passage from the hydraulic actuator to the
charge circuit.

[0007] With this arrangement, of pressure oil supplied
from the pressure oil supplying pump to the power steer-
ing device, a portion thereof is supplied to the hydraulic
actuator of the implement and other portion thereof is
returned to the charge circuit of the hydrostatic stepless
speed changer device. In addition thereto, return oil from
the hydraulic actuator of the implement is also supplied
to the charge circuit of the hydrostatic stepless speed
changer device.
[0008] Therefore, while the arrangement avoids power
loss or device enlargement by supplying pressure oil past
the power steering device to the hydraulic actuator of the
implement, the arrangement can also easily ensure no
shortage in the amount of oil to be supplied to the charge
circuit of the hydrostatic stepless speed changer device,
irrespectively of presence/absence of an operation of the
power steering device or presence/absence of an oper-
ation of the hydraulic actuator.
[0009] According to one preferred embodiment, the im-
plement comprises a mower device; and the hydraulic
actuator comprises a hydraulic cylinder for lifting up/down
the mower device.
[0010] Alternatively or additionally thereto, the imple-
ment may comprise a grass collecting device; and the
hydraulic actuator comprises a hydraulic cylinder for lift-
ing up/down and changing posture of a grass collecting
container of the grass collecting device.
[0011] With one of such arrangements, it is possible
to obtain a grass mower (an example of a work vehicle)
that avoids power loss or device enlargement but that
can also easily ensure no shortage in the amount of oil
to be supplied to the charge circuit of the hydrostatic step-
less speed changer device, irrespectively of pres-
ence/absence of an operation of the power steering de-
vice or presence/absence of an operation of the hydraulic
actuator.
[0012] According to another preferred embodiment, a
constricted portion (e.g. orifice) is provided at a supplying
oil passage portion in the first oil passage between the
power steering device and the hydraulic actuator for re-
turning a surplus oil present at the supplying oil passage
portion to the third oil passage.
[0013] With such a constricted portion at a supplying
oil passage portion to the hydraulic actuator, it is possible
to return pressure oil to the charge circuit side of the
hydrostatic stepless speed changer device in an efficient
manner, while avoiding tendency of the hydraulic actua-

tor being operated at a high speed more than necessary
in association with a variation in oil amount from the pow-
er steering device.
[0014] Further and other features and advantages
thereof will become apparent upon reading the following
description.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015]

Fig. 1 is an overall side view of one embodiment
embodying a work vehicle as a riding grass mower,
Fig. 2 is an overall plan view of the riding grass mow-
er, and
Fig. 3 is a circuit diagram showing a hydraulic sys-
tem.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBOD-
IMENTS

[0016] In the following description, a riding grass mow-
er is an example of a work vehicle.
[0017] Unless indicated explicitly otherwise, it is un-
derstood that in the following discussion, the forward
traveling direction of a riding grass mower at time of a
work traveling (arrow F in Fig. 1) represents the "front",
and the reverse traveling direction (arrow B in Fig. 1)
represents the "rear". Further, the right side represents
the "right" (arrow R in Fig. 2), and the left side represents
the "left" (arrow L in Fig. 2) relative to the "front" and
"rear", respectively.

[General Configuration of Riding Type Grass Mower]

[0018] Fig. 1 shows an overall side view of a riding type
grass mower as an example of a work vehicle. Fig. 2
shows an overall plan view of the riding grass mower. In
the riding type grass mower, on a front side of a machine
body frame 10 of a traveling machine body 1, there are
provided a pair of right and left steerable front wheels 11,
11 (corresponding to "steerable wheels"); and on a rear
side thereof, there are provided a pair of right and left
drivable rear wheels 12, 12 (corresponding to "driving
wheels"), so that the work vehicle can be self-propelled.
Beneath the machine body frame 10 and between the
front wheels 11 and the rear wheels 12 in the front/rear
direction, a rear discharge type mower device 4 (corre-
sponding to an "implement") is suspended to be liftable
up/down. On a rear side of the traveling machine body
1, there is provided a grass collecting device 5 (corre-
sponding to an "implement") for accommodating cut
grass clippings cut by the mower device 4.
[0019] As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, on the machine
body frame 10 of the traveling machine body 1, an engine
section 2 is provided at its front portion, and a riding and
driving section 3 is provided on the rear side of the engine
section 2.
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[0020] At the engine section 2, an engine 20 is mounted
on the machine body frame 10 as being accommodated
within an engine hood 21. Power taken from the rear side
of the engine 20 is inputted via a main transmission shaft
22 to a hydrostatic stepless speed changer device 6 dis-
posed at a rear positon; and an output from the hydro-
static stepless speed changer device 6 is transmitted via
a transmission case 23 accommodating a gear transmis-
sion mechanism 23A to right and left rear axles 12a,
which are supported by right and left rear axle cases 24,
respectively, for driving the rear wheels 12.
[0021] A steering operation of the front wheels 11 is
effected by a power steering device 7 (see Fig. 3) which
is operable in response to an operation of a steering
wheel 31 provided at the riding and driving section 3.
[0022] From the front side of the engine 20, power for
a work can be taken off. More particularly, on the front
side of the engine 20, there is provided a PTO (power
takeoff) mechanism 25 in form of a belt transmission
mechanism; and via a PTO shaft 26 in the PTO mecha-
nism 25, power of the engine 20 is transmitted to the
mower device 4.
[0023] At the riding and driving section 3 on the rear
side of the engine section 2, there are provided a control
panel 30 disposed continuously from a rear side of the
engine hood 21; and a maneuvering section 3A including
the steering wheel 31. On the rear side of the maneuver-
ing section 3A, there is provided a driver’s seat 33 up-
wardly of an access step 32 which is disposed at the foot
portion; and at a rear portion of the driver’s seat 33, a
ROPS (rollover protection structure) 34 is mounted ver-
tically.
[0024] The ROPS 34 has a portal shape as seen in a
front view thereof; and, to a pair of right and left ROPS
bases (not shown) provided integrally at rear end portions
of the machine body frame 10, there are connected and
fixed lower sides of pillar-like leg portions 34a, 34a dis-
posed on the right and left opposed sides. Upper end
sides of the right and left pillar-like leg portions 34a, 34a
are interconnected via a portal-shaped upper frame 34b,
thus covering the upper side of the driver’s seat 33.
[0025] At the front portion of the machine body frame
10, there is provided a guard frame 10A acting as a pro-
tective member for the machine body front portion. The
guard frame 10A is provided with a balance weight at-
taching portion 14 to which a plurality of balance weights
can be attached.

[Mower Device]

[0026] The mower device 4 includes a housing 40
which is suspended from the machine body frame 10 to
be liftable up/down via a link mechanism 13 having right
and left pairs of front links 13a and rear links 13b on the
right and left opposed sides.
[0027] In the link mechanism 13, to upper end portions
of the front links 13a, a mower lift cylinder 43 is connected.
In association with an expanding/contracting operation

of this mower lift cylinder 43, a vertical height position of
the housing 40 relative to the machine body frame 10
can be changed.
[0028] Inside the housing 40, there are mounted a pair
of right and left rotary blades 41, 41. The respective rotary
blades 41 are driven to rotate at an equal speed about
vertical axes, with rotational paths thereof being partially
overlapped with each other, whereby grass or the like
will be cut; and also with a conveying wind generated in
association with the blade rotational motion, cut grass
clippings may be discharged to the rear side via a dis-
charge opening formed at a rear portion of the housing
40.

[Grass Collecting Device]

[0029] As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the grass collect-
ing device 5 includes a grass collecting container 50 for
accommodating cut grass clippings; and a lift drive mech-
anism 51 for allowing lifting up/down operations of the
grass collecting container 50 relative to the traveling ma-
chine body 1, as well as grass discharging operation
thereof.
[0030] The grass collecting container 50 has, on its
front end side, an inlet opening (not shown) for receiving
cut grass clippings fed from the mower device 4 side via
a conveying duct 42; and has, on its rear end side, a
discharging opening 50a for discharging the cut grass
clippings, and an opening/closing lid 50b for covering the
discharging opening 50a.
[0031] The lift drive mechanism 51 includes a lift link
52 which connects the grass collecting container 50 to
the ROPS 34 provided on the rear side of the traveling
machine body 1; a lift cylinder 53 (corresponding to "hy-
draulic cylinder") for lifting up/down the lift link 52 relative
to the ROPS 34; and a dump cylinder 54 (corresponding
to "hydraulic cylinder") for changing the posture of the
grass collecting container 50 from a nearly horizontal col-
lecting posture to a rearwardly and downwardly inclined
posture so as to open/close the opening/closing lid 50b
of the grass collecting container 50.
[0032] The lift link 52 includes a pair of right and left
upper links 52a and a pair of right and left lower links
52b, with front end sides of the respective upper links
52a and lower links 52b being detachably connected to
upper portions of the ROPS 34, and rear sides of the
respective upper links 52a and lower links 52b being con-
nected to lower portions of the grass collecting container
50 adjacent its rear end. The upper end portion of the lift
cylinder 53 in form of a hydraulic cylinder is connected
to the lower link 52b associated therewith, so that in re-
sponse to an expanding/contracting movement of the lift
cylinder 53, the lift link 52 is pivoted to elevate or lower
the grass collecting container 50.
[0033] The dump cylinder 54 in form of a hydraulic cyl-
inder is disposed downwardly of the rear end side of the
grass collecting container 50. One end portion of the
dump cylinder 54 is connected to a well-known dump
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operation mechanism (not shown), such that in response
to an expanding/contacting movement of the dump cyl-
inder 54, the grass collecting container 50 can be selec-
tively operated into a discharging posture in which the
grass collecting container 50 is turned over to be inclined
rearwards, and a collecting posture in which the grass
collecting container 50 is disposed nearly horizontal.
[0034] Each of the above-described lift cylinder 53 and
the dump cylinder 54 is provided in one (right and left)
pair, and included in a hydraulic circuit for the grass col-
lecting device 5 to be simultaneously operable on the
right and left sides.

[Pressure Oil Feeding/Discharging Circuit]

[0035] The above-described hydrostatic stepless
speed changer device 6, the power steering device 7,
the lift cylinder 53, the dump cylinder 54 and the mower
lift cylinder 43 receive feeding of pressure oil from a pres-
sure oil feeding pump 8 driven by power of the engine
20. Next, a pressure oil feeding/discharging circuit 80
(see Fig. 3) to/from which the pressure oil from the pres-
sure oil feeding pump 8 is fed/discharged will be de-
scribed.
[0036] The hydrostatic stepless speed changer device
6 has a well-known configuration in which a variable dis-
placement type hydraulic pump 60 driven by power of
the engine 20 like the pressure oil feeding pump 8, and
a variable displacement type hydraulic motor 61 are in-
terconnected via a closed circuit 62. A charge circuit 63
is connected to the closed circuit 62 a for replenishing
an amount of pressure oil.
[0037] As shown in Fig. 3, pressure oil discharged from
the pressure oil feeding pump 8 is fed to a steering control
valve 70 of the power steering device 7.
[0038] The steering control valve 70 is selectively op-
erable to three positions, namely, a neutral position 70N,
a right turning position 70R and a left turning position
70L, in response to an operation on the steering wheel
31. In this, a metering pump 71 sends pressure oil by an
amount corresponding to an operational amount of the
steering wheel 31 into a steering cylinder 72 of the power
steering device 7, thus steering the front wheels 11 by
an angle corresponding to the operational amount of the
steering wheel 31.
[0039] When the steering wheel 31 is operated to the
"straight traveling", the steering control valve 70 is locat-
ed at the neutral position 70N. Under this state, an entire
amount of oil fed from the pressure oil feeding pump 8
will flow into a first oil passage 81. The lift cylinder 53,
the dump cylinder 54 and the mower lift cylinder 43 are
connected to the first oil passage 81 on the downstream
side thereof, to thereby allow for pressure oil feeding to
the lift cylinder 53, dump cylinder 54 and mower lifting
cylinder 43.
[0040] When the steering wheel 31 is operated to "right
turning" or "left turning", the steering control valve 70 is
located at the right turning position 70R or the left turning

position 70L.
[0041] Under each state, a portion of the oil fed from
the pressure oil feeding pump 8 will flow into the first oil
passage 81, and another portion thereof will flow into a
second oil passage 82. Namely, the oil fed from the pres-
sure oil feeding pump 8 is fed to both the first oil passage
81 and the second oil passage 82; and the pressure oil
flown into the second oil passage 82 is fed to the charge
circuit 63 of the hydrostatic stepless speed changer de-
vice 6.
[0042] The first oil passage 81 incorporates a lifting
operational valve 55 acting as a control valve for control-
ling operations of the hydraulic actuator; and on the
downstream side thereof, a selection switching valve 56
and a mower lifting operational valve 44 are provided.
[0043] The selection switching valve 56 is provided for
selectively switching one of the lift cylinder 53 and the
dump cylinder 54 as a control target; and is constituted
of a manually operable solenoid valve.
[0044] The mower lifting operational valve 44 is pro-
vided for switching over the mower lift cylinder 43 be-
tween a driven elevation state and a self-weight (gravity)
lowering state; and the mower lifting operational valve
44 is provided as a three-position switching valve.
[0045] The lifting operational valve 55 has a neutral
position 55N capable of center-bypassing, an elevating
position 55U, a lowering position 55D and a self-weight
(gravity) lowering position 55G.
[0046] When the selection switching valve 56 selec-
tively connects the lift cylinder 53 and the mower lifting
operational valve 44 is located at the neutral position 44N
as shown in Fig. 3, flows of pressure oil at the respective
operational positions of the above-described lifting oper-
ational valve 55 will take place as follows.
[0047] At the neutral position 55N of the lifting opera-
tional valve 55, the pressure oil flows downstream via a
center bypass passage, and flows past a center bypass
passage of the mower lifting operational valve 44, and
then the oil is fed into a third oil passage 83. As the third
oil passage 83 is connected to the charge circuit 63 of
the hydrostatic stepless speed changer device 6, the
pressure oil fed to the third oil passage 83 will be used
as charge oil.
[0048] When the lifting operational valve 55 is operated
to the elevating position 55U, the pressure oil of the first
oil passage 81 flows via a fifth oil passage 85 into an
elevation chamber 53a of the lift cylinder 53, whereby
the lift cylinder 53 is expanded to elevate the grass col-
lecting container 50. The pressure oil present in a low-
ering chamber 53b of the lift cylinder 53 returns to the
lifting operational valve 55 via a sixth oil passage 86 and
then is fed via the center bypass passage to the third oil
passage 83.
[0049] When the lifting operational valve 55 is operated
to the lowering position 55D, the pressure oil of the first
oil passage 81 flows via the sixth oil passage 86 to be
fed into the lowering chamber 53b of the lift cylinder 53,
whereby the lift cylinder 53 is contracted to lower the
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grass collecting container 50. The pressure oil present
in the elevation chamber 53a of the lift cylinder 53 returns
to the lifting operational valve 55 via the fifth oil passage
85 and then is fed via the center bypass passage to the
third oil passage 83.
[0050] When the lift operational valve 55 is operated
to the self-weight lowering position 55G, the pressure oil
of the first oil passage 81 is fed via the center bypass
passage to the third oil passage 83. And, the fifth oil pas-
sage 85 and the sixth oil passage 86 are connected to
the fourth oil passage 84, so that the pressure oil in the
elevation chamber 53a or the lowering chamber 53b of
the lift cylinder 53 is now to be returned to the tank.
[0051] When the selection switching valve 56 selec-
tively connects the dump cylinder 54 and the mower lifting
operational valve 44 is located at the neutral position 44N,
flows of pressure oil at the respective operational posi-
tions of the above-described lifting operational valve 55
will take place in same way as the above-described case
of the connection of the lift cylinder 53, for an elevation
chamber 54a and a lowering chamber 54b of the dump
cylinder 54.
[0052] Referring next to flows of pressure oil at the op-
erational positions of the mower lifting operational valve
44, at the neutral position 44N, the pressure oil of the
first oil passage 81 is fed via the center bypass passage
to the third oil passage 83. At the elevating position 44U,
the pressure oil of the first oil passage 81 is fed via a
ninth oil passage 89 to an elevation chamber 43a of the
mower lift cylinder 43.
[0053] At the lowering position 44D, the pressure oil of
the elevation chamber 43a of the mower lift cylinder 43
is returned under the self weight of the mower device 4
to the mower lifting operational valve 44 via the ninth oil
passage 89,and then fed to the fourth oil passage 84 to
flow into the tank.
[0054] In the above, since a mower side constricted
portion 88 (e.g. in form of an orifice) is incorporated in
the ninth oil passage 89, when the mower lifting opera-
tional valve 44 is located at the elevating position 44U,
the amount of pressure oil fed to the ninth oil passage
89 will be restricted. Further, after the mower device 4
reaches its maximal position, a surplus amount of pres-
sure oil will be supplied via a relief valve and the second
oil passage 82 inside the pressure oil supplying/discharg-
ing circuit 80 to the charge circuit 63 of the hydrostatic
stepless speed changer device 6.
[0055] In the fifth oil passage 85, too, there is provided
a grass cutting side constricted portion 87 (e.g. in form
of an orifice) for constricting/throttling the passage. With
provision of the grass cutting side constricted portion 87,
when the amount of oil from the first oil passage 81 is
excessive, the amount of oil to be supplied to the lift cyl-
inder 53 or the dump cylinder 54 can be restricted.
Whereby, a surplus amount of pressure oil can be readily
supplied to the charge circuit 63 of the hydrostatic step-
less speed changer device 6.
[0056] As described above, the pressure oil fed to the

steering control valve 70 of the power steering device 7
is not returned directly to the tank, irrespectively of pres-
ence/absence of an operation of the steering cylinder 72.
Namely, the pressure oil from the power steering device
7 is fed to the first oil passage 81 which acts as a feeding
passage to the hydraulic actuators, i.e. the lift cylinder
53, the dump cylinder 54 and the mower lifting cylinder
43; and fed to the second oil passage 82 which is con-
nected to the charge circuit 63 of the hydrostatic stepless
speed changer device 6.
[0057] For the pressure oil feeding passage to the lift
cylinder 53 and the dump cylinder 54, too, the return oil
from the lift cylinder 53 or the dump cylinder 54 is not
entirely returned to the tank, but the return oil is fed to
the charge circuit 63 of the hydrostatic stepless speed
changer device 6 via the third oil passage 83.

[Other Embodiments]

[0058] The arrangements of following other embodi-
ments can be employed in any combination as desired.

(1) In the foregoing embodiment, the mower lift cyl-
inder 43 is configured as a single-acting type. The
invention is not limited hereto, it is possible to employ
a double-acting type cylinder for returning to the
charge circuit 63, like the lift cylinder 53 and the dump
cylinder 54.
(2) In the foregoing embodiment, the mower side
constricted portion 88 and the grass cutting side con-
stricted portion 87 are provided. However, such con-
stricted portion(s) can be omitted.
(3) In the foregoing embodiment, the implement
comprises the grass collecting device 5 and the
mower device 4. The invention is not limited thereto.
As the implement, it is possible to employ various
kinds such as a cultivator device, a crane device, a
lift fork, a dump platform, a lift conveyer, a water dis-
charger, etc.
(4) In the foregoing embodiment, the work vehicle
comprises a riding grass mower. However, the
present invention is applicable to other kinds of work
vehicles having a power steering device and a hy-
draulic actuator for operating various kinds of imple-
ments, such as a tractor, a transporter vehicle, a fork
lift, etc.

Claims

1. A work vehicle comprising:

a traveling vehicle body (1);
a traveling device having a steerable wheel (11)
and a driving wheel (12);
a hydrostatic stepless speed changer device (6)
for driving the driving wheel (12);
a power steering device (7) for steering the
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steerable wheel (11);
an implement (4; 5) connected to the traveling
vehicle body (1);
a hydraulic actuator (43; 53, 54) for operating
the implement (4; 5);
a pressure oil supplying pump (8) for supplying
pressure oil to the power steering device (7) and
the hydraulic actuator (43; 53, 54); and
a pressure oil supplying/discharging circuit (80)
for supplying/discharging pressure oil to/from
the pressure oil supplying pump (8) from/to the
power steering device (7) and the hydraulic ac-
tuator (43; 53, 54), the pressure oil supply-
ing/discharging circuit (80) including:

a first oil passage (81) for supplying pres-
sure oil from the pressure oil supplying
pump (8) via the power steering device (7)
to the hydraulic actuator (43; 53, 54);
a second oil passage (82) for connecting a
return oil passage from the power steering
device (7) to a charge circuit (63) of the hy-
drostatic stepless speed changer device
(8); and
a third oil passage (83) for connecting a re-
turn oil passage from the hydraulic actuator
(43; 53, 54) to the charge circuit (63).

2. The work vehicle of claim 1, wherein:

the implement comprises a mower device (4);
and
the hydraulic actuator comprises a hydraulic cyl-
inder (43) for lifting up/down the mower device
(4).

3. The work vehicle of claim 1 or 2, wherein:

the implement comprises a grass collecting de-
vice (5); and
the hydraulic actuator comprises a hydraulic cyl-
inder (53, 54) for lifting up/down and changing
posture of a grass collecting container (50) of
the grass collecting device (5).

4. The work vehicle of any one of claims 1-3, wherein:

a constricted portion (88; 87) is provided at a
supplying oil passage portion in the first oil pas-
sage (81) between the power steering device
(7) and the hydraulic actuator (43; 53, 54) for
returning a surplus oil present at the supplying
oil passage portion to the third oil passage (83).
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